
 
The Manatee County Property Appraiser is seeking candidates for a Senior Mapping Specialist 
position. 
 
 
Salary Range: $45,115-$69,909 annually 
 
 
Job Description Summary: 
 
Under the supervision of the Director of Mapping Services and the Lead Senior Mapping Specialist, the Senior 
Mapping Specialist analyzes and reviews discrepancy documents and public requests to determine action 
required to process and performs the specialized technical work in updating the existing tax maps. 
 
Job Duties and Essential Functions: 
 
The Job Duties illustrated are intended only as examples of the types of work performed by incumbent(s) 
assigned to the classification. Omission of specific duties does not exclude them from a position if the duties 
are similar, related or are a logical assignment of the position.  
 
 Reviews all recorded and certain unrecorded discrepancy documents for adequacy of legal description, 

right to convey and performs research and analysis to determine action required to process. 
 
 Prepares correspondence for requesting information to assist in determination of action require to 

process any legal description discrepancy.  
 

 Perform Mappings review of Preliminary Subdivision Plats prior to forwarding to I.T. 
 

 Reviews all public and in house requests and performs research and analysis to determine action 
required to process, including all necessary map work. 

 
 Assist with public inquires in person or by telephone on questions pertaining to ownership. Assist staff 

from other departments who have questions regarding ownership and sales. 
 
 Respond to inter-departmental requests for processed documents. 

  
 Responsible for examining certain edit reports flagged for each individual. 

 
 Communicate clearly, effectively and tactfully with the public on matters concerning ownership, sales 

and legal descriptions.  
 

 Moderate to Advanced problem-solving abilities with an eye for detail 
 

 Moderate to Advanced understanding of entire tax roll process.  
 

 Perform updates, splits, cut-outs or combines, to tax maps using the current digital map applications. 
This may include drawing of, assignment of new parcel id number and maintenance to existing parcels. 
 

 Perform all related digital map work to create new subdivision, condominiums or cooperatives. 
 

 Perform preparation of packet for input and distribution through-out the office. 



Knowledge/Abilities/Skills: 
 
 
Senior Mapping Specialist is expected to acquire knowledge and demonstrate skills reflected below: 
 

 Advanced knowledge of state requirements, laws, county ordinances, and surveying rules and 
regulations applicable to real estate transactions legal descriptions, recorded documents and various 
types of deeds for tax roll purposes. 
 

 Possess proofreading and analytical skills in conjunction with the advanced ability to read, understand 
and interpret legal descriptions 
 

 Ability to access various software applications and websites for retrieval of necessary data in order to 
make the required digital map updates. 
 

 Knowledge of basic mathematical calculations as related to Land, Improvement and Ag values for split 
value purposes. 
 

 Moderate knowledge of Geometric facts, figures, and formulas are vital to understanding and applying 
mathematical processes as related to calculating legal description curves, bearings and boundary 
closure issues. 
 

 Moderate to Advanced problem-solving abilities with an eye for detail  
 

 Moderate to Advanced knowledge of the current property appraiser system. 
 

 Moderate to Advanced knowledge of the current digital map system and mapping equipment. 
 
 
Licenses/Certifications/Experience 
 

 A qualified candidate should have a minimum of five years of experience maintaining property records 
for tax roll purposes. 

 FACM CCF Certificate required 
 

 
Working Conditions: 
 

 Primary functions for this position are performed in an indoor office environment. 
 
Where to Apply: 
 
Manatee County Property Appraiser 
915 4th Ave W. Bradenton, FL  34206 
Phone: (941)748-8208 
Fax: (941)742-5665 

Email to: barbara.richardson@manateepao.com 
 
 
Closing Date:  Open until filled 


